
from a book of the dead 

Have you heard of breathing severing the body 

It yields recollection; within humans' bloodshed thin; ambiguous pushing in dark 
foulness denying judgement mortification inadequately washed  A pathway to 
information  longing delight inhaling and exhaling names 

Such thoughts are lenses Gloom stumbles from the hand; personality space disjoined 
blows Remade people come into reflections 

The torso does not outlast trembling seconds the cold bleeding formulating and entering 
sustenance excruciation pulled amid the eye held still living 

The brine it wept; the pride of the understanding; the street active scripting the known 
world 

Quivering dead merge in the desires a detailed gang clumping the machine 

 

 

 



 

from a book of the dead 

Care is passed on capability in amiable motion resonance of thought smothering thought 
the air odorous wooden floors; dark skin a sheet of burning paper bacteria flourishing 

All are available for better contact; and by far roiling underneath turning up the fire Any 
are mistakes in expectation; a tasting seethru smooth fingers rehearsing every curve an 
attenuated flat involving flightiness easier in a moment 

Tenderness accepts head impairment Innocence crashes as each seizes the means of 
protection out from recall equivalence to control in the once impossible Are you 
onboard 

The celestial omnibus  All proportion to provide dipping on fit words to cut out the 
skulls which sit in a dogmatic and cock sure fashion light squares denting their edges 

shackles of essence as we once played affection their approximate noise their rattle 
generated 

 



 

from a book of the dead 

Within the first day were available light and supremacy 

Hegemony danced power in harness and other interesting variations for the stiff at heart 
Later the marked beguiling body entertained alone the pillow surface black  

She was all a bit lucky 

Evidence is money Example: Here is a nicely tended orchard How fortuitous No one 
bothers to learn All objects are smooth  rivers flow out of it  the wheel churning 
discharge Broke eventually a something ablaze used to transform souls 

Encumbrances of terror and age Sick of each object Sleep refused I caught this here the 
shaking the twilight sky strangeness 

Urge and I have to question serenading The long night is a house whose sufferers are 
large eyes shut to see up through the earth Perception is bigger fastening understanding 
towards artlessness capability in ostentatious jiffies; submission; touching without 
emotion 

 

 



 

from a book of the dead 

Dark broken into the person I am: birds of carrion A surface moves in spoil Blooms 
bond to worms Words scare off the blue crawling above evidence 

Life is an emergency Whispering is human a rising mistake The evanescing psyche 
prospers muffled blending face and body neglected understanding stamped down 

It's a peculiar interior dispersed in the chase of susurration 

Writing is passed so quietly Manufacture of parts An image making approximate noise 
Infatuation withering fooled by terror 

Armies are moving Work is being God writing into love Strangeness my mouth 
Attenuated extravagance 

Earth is making the noise In the sewage As a word The edges harden The inside-outside 
the person I have detached The stench of the asylum 

Every night sky is defunct 

The body will be expelled an unidentified figure taking its head off Sunsets palpitate 
Making is detached from perception Heaviness shapes method 



 

iwrack 

Data and assumption What's displaced it 

How to determine what will work 

The magnitude of displayed majority 

 

Speaking of  Speaking of redirection 

I just came across this is just… 

This just came across this is to network  
 

This rationale of your participation in itself 

Itself is to network Itself is to live 

is to endorse its own legitimacy 
 

A savage ire in past tense a conventional expression: 

you are potentially inaccurate I am thinking  

of a dynamic of universal complicity 

 

To network is unwarranted a wrong 

enabling and empowering the voice 

the height of the fundamental mechanism 

 
Structural change follows a catalyst 

with its self disgust in the male voice 

quite the atrocity; that extreme 

lifetime income enhancement 

A new affirmation 

 


